
OLIVA

The elegant mood setter
for any terrace





OLIVA

A terrace awning that adds 
atmosphere to your garden

The terrace and garden are an extension of your home. The Oliva 

connects the indoors and the outdoors to create a space that can be 

furnished to taste. Play with sunlight and shade at the press of a button 

to enrich and prolong your outdoor living.

With its elegant look and various options to tailor the terrace awning to 

your liking, the Oliva meets all your sun protection needs!



ELEGANT

The elegance of the Oliva

Surprise others and yourself with the elegance of the Oliva; the 

ultimate atmospheric shade provider for any terrace and every 

garden. What makes the Oliva the perfect match?

Elegant and modern design that fits beautifully on every facade

Dimmable lighting integrated in the cassette (optional)

Protects against harmful UV rays

Provides shade and privacy

Soft and serene or bright and colourful? The wide choice of fabrics 

       allows you to create an atmosphere exactly the way you want it





Sunscreen fabric

A terrace awning is not only functional, it also offers the possibility 

to enhance the style of your terrace and garden. With the right 

type of fabric you can create an atmosphere to match your 

home, garden and interior. Do you prefer rustic or modern, plain 

or striped, bright or soft colours? Thanks to the large choice in 

fabrics, you can have the Oliva completely match your wishes. 

For every meter of Tibelly fabric sold, we donate to the KWF 

cancer foundation. For more information about the fabric, visit 

tibelly.nl.

Looking for inspiration or some personal advice?

Visit your Oliva dealer!



The specifications

The Oliva is made of high-quality aluminium. When closed, the cassette offers optimal 

protection to the fabric and adds an elegant look to your facade.

The construction is light, yet robust, making the terrace awning resistant to various 

weather influences. Available with dimmable LED lighting in the cassette (optional), so 

you can extend your outdoor evenings and enjoy your patio and garden. The awning is 

available in various colours (powder coated).

Silver anodised

Pure white (RAL 9010)

Cream white (RAL 9001)

Anthracite grey structure (RAL 7016)

Prefer another colour?

Ask your dealer for the options.

Control

Can be operated in different ways: with a wall switch, remote control or app.

Popular colours

Width* (max.) Projection* (max.)

Oliva 6500 mm 3000 mm

Oliva 6000 mm 3500 mm

Oliva with lighting 6000 mm 3500 mm

Size options

Pitch 5º to 50º

*Ask your dealer what 
proportions between width and 
projection are possible




